Dear Mr President:

I am concerned about rigged trials. The US constitution provides for checks such as impeachment and for impartiality in trials with jury tampering a federal crime. Historically presidents and governors have bent over backward to avoid even the appearance of influencing any trial and particularly one in which they are involved. You fired one Attorney General for not interfering on your behalf, have frequently commented on ongoing cases and are now under impeachment for a bribery attempt involving influencing a foreign investigation and for obstructing an investigation here by ordering witnesses not to testify but there was still more than enough evidence to impeach. Even Senator Murkowski claims concern over Senator McConnell’s shocking total coordination plan and it has prompted the House to look for ways to assure impartiality.

*Please assure me that you will avoid the trap of treasonous interference in your senate trial.*

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from the separation of powers.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson